
ANNEX 3 
 

Selective Credit Control 
Other Operational Stipulations 

[paragraph 2.2.4.4 (iv)] 

1. Banks should not allow the customers dealing in Selective Credit Control 
commodities any credit facilities which would directly or indirectly defeat the 
purpose of the directive. Advances against book debts/receivables and collateral 
securities like LIC policies, shares and stocks and real estate should not be 
considered in favour of such borrowers. 

2. Although advances against security of or by way of purchase of demand 
documentary bills drawn in connection with the movement of the Selective Credit 
Control commodities are exempted, the bank should ensure that the bills offered 
have arisen out of actual movement of goods by verifying the relative invoices as 
also the receipts issued by transport operators, etc. 

3. Usance bills arising out of sale of Selective Credit Control commodities should not 
be discounted except to the extent specifically permitted in the directives issued. 

4. Clean Telegraphic Transfer Purchase facility may be allowed to a reasonable 
extent on certain conditions specified in the directives. 

5. Priority sector advances are also covered by/under Selective Credit Control 
directives. 

6. Where credit limits have been sanctioned against the security of more than one 
commodity and/or any other type of security, the credit limits against each 
commodity should be segregated and the restrictions contained in the directives 
made applicable to each of such segregated limit. 

7. Banks are free to determine the rate of interest in respect of advances covered 
under Selective Credit Control directives. 

8. Banks could grant loans to borrowers dealing in Selective Credit Control 
commodities, provided the term loans are used for the purpose of acquiring block 
assets like plant & machinery and normal appraisal and other criteria are followed 
by the banks. 

9. Reserve Bank of India authorises limits to the Food Corporation of India and State 
Governments for procurement of foodgrains; at prices fixed by the Government of 
India, for the Central Pool and for the distribution of the same under the Public 
Distribution System (PDS). As the limits are authorised without margin, credit 
cannot be drawn against credit sales, book debts, Government subsidies, etc. 

10. Banks should refer to the directives on Selective Credit Control measures issued 
by RBI from time to time. 

 


